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Answer two questions, one from Section A and one from Section B .

Section A

1 ‘The general rule is that performance, to be e�ective, must be exact and complete.’

]05[.ecitsujni ot sdael elur siht fo noitacilppa tcirts eht rehtehw ssucsiD

2 Assess the way that the courts approach the granting of remedies when a misrepresentation has
been established. [50]

Section B

3 Nazir runs a company selling fruit from South East Asia. She enters into a contract with Oriental
Foods for a cargo of oriental fruit to be delivered to her warehouse in Birmingham. A clause of the
contract states that the fruit will be ‘shipped and arrive in good condition’.

Oriental Foods intends to �y the cargo to Birmingham Airport and then deliver it by road to Nazir’s
warehouse.

When the plane is making a re-fuelling stop in an African country it is prevented from leaving for
three days because of a terrorist threat. The government of the country bans all aircraft
movements. As a result of the heat at the airport some of the cargo starts to go mouldy. When the
cargo arrives at Birmingham some of the fruit is mouldy and some is in a satisfactory condition.

]05[.noitautis a hcus ni sthgir lagel reh fo rizaN esivdA

4 Mary, a computer software expert, runs a company called Alpha Software. Her husband, Paul, is a
window cleaner who is self-employed. Mary has, on behalf of her company, a substantial overdraft
with the Southern Bank. Mary wishes to increase the overdraft but the bank is only prepared to do
this if the family house she jointly owns with Paul is used to provide extra security for the loan.
Mary persuades her husband that the loan is necessary to save her business and their marriage.

The couple visit the local branch of the Southern Bank in order to sign the required documents.
Before signing the manager of the bank says ‘I believe you are both experienced business people
and therefore understand the consequences of what you are doing.’

Mary’s business is now in serious �nancial di�culty and the Southern Bank is seeking possession
of the family home.

Advise Paul on the likelihood of him having the loan agreement with the Southern Bank set aside.
[50]
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